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Barriers to Using Wikidata as a Knowledge Base

Abstract:
At first glance Wikidata appears to be an excellent source of general
background knowledge. It is large, contains generally high-quality
information, contains a large ontology, and can be freely used. However,
it is di�cult to use Wikidata as a knowledge base of general-purpose
information. The worst barriers to using Wikidata involve its ontology and
qualifiers. More care in building and describing the ontology and more
uniformity in modeling would go a long way to make Wikidata more
useful as a source of knowledge.



Who am I?

I A long-time researcher in Knowledge Representation
I Working on Description Logics: the logic underlying OWL
I Designed much of the W3C OWL Web Ontology Language

I Worker in Silicon Valley
I Building large general-purpose knowledge store

I Knowledge Graph, if you like, but better
I Put together from open-source knowledge bases

I General-purpose—like DBpedia, Freebase
I Special-purpose—like Open Street Map, Open Movie Database

I Using knowledge store in other systems



My Current Use of Wikidata

I Main source for general-purpose background knowledge
I Main source for organization of knowledge
I Supporting a conversational agent

I Handle definite descriptions
I What’s that movie directed by the wife of the director of Avatar?
I Who’s the woman director that was married to the director of Titanic?

I Direct user utterances to appropriate back-end
I Which back-end can find train trips from San Francisco to Palo Alto

I regularly run into problems when trying to use Wikidata this way.
I have suggestions on how to improve Wikidata for these purposes.



Suggestions (Summary)

I Community: Better documentation and modelling. More uniformity.
Expend more e�ort at the beginning and less later.

I Formal: Design a formal logic for Wikidata, including time and
qualifiers.

I Tools: Build tools that show implications, contradictions, empty
classes, guides for users.

I Bots: Require rerun and repair capability for bots.

These are, of course, only my suggestions.
Others experiencing similar problems may have di�erent suggestions.



Suggestions (Formal)

I Create a formal logic for Wikidata, and keep it up to date
I Include disjointness, relative ranges
I Include class definitions
I Include unusual existing Wikidata constructs, including constraints
I Include qualifiers, particularly temporal qualifiers

I Having a logic means that implications of claims can be determined
I Is an instance of a subclass an instance of the superclass?
I What is true at a particular point in time.



Suggestions (Tools)

I Tools that show implications of claims, according to current logic
I Tools that show claims relevant at a particular time (or other context)
I Tools that show contradictions and necessarily empty classes

I Similar to what constraint checkers do, but (probably) more principled



Suggestions (Community)

I Add information to fill out domains, but carefully
I Value curation as much or more than adding information
I Don’t use alternative sources when better source is available
I Partner with e�orts that have complete information in a domain
I Describe classes better
I Add disjointness statements between classes
I Take more care in adding ontological claims
I Model similar entities and situations the same way
I Reign in bots—require more care, rerun capability



Examining the Problems of Wikidata
(as a Source of General-Purpose Knowledge)

I All my analysis is currently anecdotal, but as a user of Wikidata as a
Knowledge Base I regularly hit problems.
I I connect information together and make (simple) inferences that

expose problems.
I I combine information from di�erent areas that model di�erently.
I I use lots of information—much to much to curate carefully.

I Wikidata is GREAT! It’s useful in many ways
I Wikidata is improving—errors are being fixed.

I Wikidata is not be great enough
I Using Wikidata as a source of knowledge requires a lot of e�ort

I Too much e�ort for small players?
I We need to make Wikidata better

I Fix the problems in Wikidata as a source of general-purpose knowledge
I Put in place processes to reduce future problems

NB: A comprehensive study to quantify the problems is warranted.



Categorizing Observed Problems of Wikidata
(as a Source of General-Purpose Knowledge)

I Missing Information
I Factual Errors (caused by bots)
I Ontology Problems
I Qualifier Problems



Missing Information

I Wikidata is incomplete. (Surprise!)
I This is (partly) by design. See the notability policy.
I Wikidata is particularly lacking in areas that are not things, e.g.,

actions.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability


Missing Information

I Wikidata is incomplete. (Surprise!)
I This is (partly) by design. See the notability policy.
I Wikidata is particularly lacking in areas that are not things, e.g.,

actions.

Suggestions:
I Add more information to Wikidata (duh!), but carefully.
I Partner with groups using Wikibase for specialized knowledge.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability


Factual Errors

I Factual errors are a problem everywhere.

I Wikidata included
I Some aspects of the Wikidata ecosystem make errors even more

problematic



An (Oldish) Wikidata Factual Error



An (Oldish) Wikidata Factual Error



Factual Errors—Stale Information



Factual Errors—Stale Information



Factual Errors—Suggestions

I Bots should be careful when adding information, particularly when
using names or adding references.
I Even well-written bots can make a lot of errors if their assumptions are

or become invalid.
I Don’t use information from alternative sources when a better source

has the information.
I Require that bots can be fixed and rerun, removing erroneous

information they added.
I Require that bots be rerun, removing information no longer found in

source.
I Build a community that values fixing problems



Ontology Problems—Non-uniform Modeling

I red instance of color, mauve subclass of color and a subclass of one
of its instances

I Doesn’t make any sense—what are colors and what are not colors?



Ontology Problems—Non-uniform Modeling

Thanks to Aidan Hogan for bringing this up.



Ontology Problems—Questionable Instances of Classes

Where did this “extra” Great Lake come from?



Ontology Problems—Great Lakes



Ontology Problems—Great Lakes



Ontology Problems—Vague Classes
I action (Q4026292)—something an agent can do or perform

I Festival Western de Saint-Tite is an instance of action; TIFF isn’t
I The first is a rodeo and thus a sport and thus an activity and thus an

action
I This result is at questionable
I The di�erence between the two festivals is definitely a problem

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4026292


Ontology Problems—Vague Similar Classes
Major subclasses of
geographic entity (Q27096213) place or entity that could be a place
I geographical object (Q618123) point; object that can be uniquely

identified with geographical data, may be man-made or naturally-created
I geographic object (Q1503302)
I geographic region (Q82794) 2D or 3D defined space, . . .
I location (Q17334923) location of physical or non-physical object in space

I geographic location (Q2221906) point or an area on the Earth’s
surface or elsewhere

I position (Q23008351) physical extent or point in space . . .
Ei�el Tower (Q243) is instance of
I tourist attraction (Q570116) and thus geographical object (Q618123)
I tourist attraction (Q570116) and thus geographic object (Q1503302)
I landmark (Q2319498) and thus geographic region (Q82794)
I tower (Q12518) and thus location (Q17334923),

but not geographic location (Q2221906)
How can this all be determined from the available information?

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q27096213
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q618123
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1503302
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q82794
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q17334923
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q2221906
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q23008351
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q243
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q570116
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q618123
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q570116
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1503302
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q2319498
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q82794
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q12518
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q17334923
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q2221906


Ontology Problems—Class Errors

(PJ Fashion Control is a modeling
agency.)

I Class errors are a particular kind of error, and more problematic than
most errors because the instance relationship is so important.



Ontology Problems—Questionable Subclass Chains

wheelchair tennis player (Q18814798) sportsperson who plays wheelchair tennis
⇒paralympic athlete (Q25439032) sportsperson competing at Paralympic Games

⇒profession (Q28640) vocation founded upon specialized educational training
⇒occupation (Q12737077) label applied to a person based on an activity they [do]

⇒job (Q192581) an activity done by a person to earn money
⇒work (Q16532276) an activity done by a person to earn a living

⇒human activities (Q61788060) activity initiated by a human
⇒activity (Q1914636) event; actions that result in changes of state

mason (Q327321) A craftsman who builds walls using stones and/or bricks
⇒profession (Q28640) vocation founded upon specialized educational training

⇒job (Q192581) an activity done by a person to earn money
⇒work (Q16532276) an activity done by a person to earn a living

⇒human activities (Q61788060) activity initiated by a human
⇒activity (Q1914636) event; actions that result in changes of state

The individual subclass relationships might look acceptable but their combination is not.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q18814798
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q25439032
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q28640
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q12737077
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q192581
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q16532276
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q61788060
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1914636
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q327321
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q28640
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q192581
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q16532276
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q61788060
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1914636


Ontology Problems—Missing Instances
How many women are in Wikidata? (Noticed by Valeria de Paiva.)



Ontology Problems—Missing Instances



Ontology Problems—Suggestions
I Document the precise meaning of a class (like Cyc tries to do!)

I Particularly what are instances and what are not.
I Particularly what are subclasses and what are not.
I Provide a special place in Wikidata for these definitional comments.
I It’s extra work at the beginning but a lot of later work can be saved.

I If a class only has a few instances (or subclasses, or parts), make sure
that they all exist and are modelled the same way

I Require bots to check their sources for anomalous information
I Allow disjointness claims between classes, and check them when

adding instances and subclasses
I To help prevent class instance errors
I To help prevent subclass errors

I Have formal definitions of many classes (e.g., woman) and infer their
instances
I Alternatively, prohibit instances of classes like these
I Provide localized ranges for properties—children of humans are human



Qualifier Problems—Temporal Qualifiers
I Is a claim asserted now or does an item exist now?
I 33 (55) properties belonging to Wikidata property with datatype

’time’ (Wikidata property related to time and duration)
I Which to use when?

I start time (P580), end time (P582), point in time (P585), date of birth
(P569), inception (P571), publication date (P577), date of o�cial
opening (P1619)

I Some of these are in subproperty relationships
I But Wikidata doesn’t provide inferencing to show implications of

subproperty links
I When to use qualifier and when to use temporal property

I work period (end) (P2032) and work period (start) (P2031) vs start time
(P580) and end time (P582) on occupation (P106)

I External tools can be written against the current set of temporal
qualifiers to determine what is true now
I But what happens when a new temporal qualifier comes along?

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q18636219
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q18636219
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q51077473
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P580
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P582
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P585
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P569
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P569
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P571
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P577
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1619
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1619
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2032
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2031
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P580
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P580
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P582
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P106


Qualifier Problems—Suggestions

I Add qualifiers only rarely
I Formalize qualifiers

I To specify what a qualifier means
I Write tools that show e�ect of qualifiers

I For temporal qualifiers—show what is true at a particular time



Constraints—Moving Towards a Solution
I Constraints do provide some

facilities for improving Wikidata,
but
I They don’t provide inference

capabilities
I They are only soft constraints,

with exceptions allows
I They aren’t powerful enough to

show class problems
I They don’t provide local ranges

(e.g., the child of a human is a
human)

I They often appear to be
descriptive, rather than
prescriptive

I ShEx or SHACL would provide
stronger constraints to partially
implement a logic for Wikidata

https://shex.io/
https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/


Recap: Suggestions (Formal)

I Create a formal logic for Wikidata, and keep it up to date
I Include disjointness, relative ranges
I Include class definitions
I Include unusual existing Wikidata constructs, including constraints
I Include qualifiers, particularly temporal qualifiers

I Having a logic means that implications of claims can be determined
I Is an instance of a subclass an instance of the superclass?
I What is true at a particular point in time.



Recap: Suggestions (Tools)

I Tools that show implications of claims, according to current logic
I Tools that show claims relevant at a particular time (or other context)
I Tools that show contradictions and necessarily empty classes

I Similar to what constraint checkers do, but (probably) more principled



Recap: Suggestions (Community)

I Add information to fill out domains, but carefully
I Value curation as much or more than adding information
I Don’t use alternative sources when better source is available
I Partner with e�orts that have complete information in a domain
I Describe classes better
I Add disjointness statements between classes
I Take more care in adding ontological claims
I Model similar entities and situations the same way
I Reign in bots—require more care, rerun capability



Make Wikidata Greater, Again!

With some (significant) additions Wikidata can be an even greater source
of knowledge,
but the community needs to decide that (some of) the problems are
worth fixing.



Make Wikidata Greater, Again!

With some (significant) additions Wikidata can be an even greater source
of knowledge,
but the community needs to decide that (some of) the problems are
worth fixing.

The major web players can spend the e�ort get around the problems,
but minor players may not be able to by themselves.



Make Wikidata Greater, Again!

With some (significant) additions Wikidata can be an even greater source
of knowledge,
but the community needs to decide that (some of) the problems are
worth fixing.

The major web players can spend the e�ort get around the problems,
but minor players may not be able to by themselves.

Thank you.
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